ON SOME PROPERTY OF CONFORMALLY SYMMETRIC MANIFOLD ADMITTING A SEMI-SYMMETRIC METRIC CONNECTION
Preliminaries Let II be a n-dimeneional Riemannian manifold (n>2) with a positive-definite metric tensor g^ and suppose that M admit a semi-symmetric me trio aomieotlon r^ ( [1] , [4] f [5] ), «here and are the Chrlstoffel symbols of the seoond kind, p^ Is the oovariant vector field and p* 1 « By R^-j^i and R^-j^ ire will denote the oovariant curvature tensor related to the seal-symmetrical oonneotion and to the Levi-Civita connection respectively. There are the following equalities between these tensors [4]« [5] (2) ®ijkl " R ijkl " a jk«il + a ik«3l " a u g Jk + "jl^ik* If the Riemannian manifold (n> 2} with a positive-definite metric tensor is a conformally symmetric space and a conformally semi-symmetric spaoe, then it -s a conformally Euclidean space.
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